Augmented Reality introductory tutorial
Setting up your AR scene

- Vuforia’s guide to getting started with Augmented Reality (AR) in Unity
Summary
1) Enable Vuforia: Window -> Package Manager -> Vuforia Engine AR
2) Remove Main Camera from the scene
3) Add AR camera: GameObject (or right click hierarchy) -> Vuforia -> AR Camera
4) Add image target: GameObject (or right click hierarchy) -> Vuforia -> Image
Figure 2. BEFORE setup:

Figure 3. AFTER setup:

Vuforia Configurations can be found via Window -> Vuforia Configuration. Here, you add your
license, choose how many targets can simultaneously be tracked, or which camera hardware to
use when running the Scene in the editor (e.g., built-in or an external camera)

A first simple AR app
NOTE: This tutorial is optional. You can also get directly started with group assignment 0 if you
want. Notice that the tutorial is not a direct solution to the assignment.
Before you start, print this sheet including four standard image targets.
In this tutorial, we will use ‘Astronaut’ and ‘Drone’.

Figure 4. This figure shows how the scene (right) and scene hierarchy (left) should look in the end.

1) Create an Earth object showing on an image target
a. Rename ‘ImageTarget’ to ‘EarthTarget’
b. Add a sphere (via GameObject -> 3D Object -> Sphere) and name it ’Earth’.
c. Make ’Earth’ child of ‘EarthTarget’. Making an object ’child’ of another refers to
nesting it in the hierarchy (see Figure 4).
d. Hit play button to see if the Earth object appears in the camera frame when you
point your real camera on the printed image target. Yay! First AR check point!
2) Create realistic Earth material
a. Here are textures for Earth, Moon, Meteor and Sun.
b. Add a texture to the material for the ’Earth’ object via drag-n-drop of texture file
into the scene (first drag file into the Assets folder, then drag from this folder into
the scene).
c. Experiment with manipulation of light on the object, e.g., reflection (Albedo) and
emitted light from the object itself (Emission). Observe how this affects the object.
3) Create a Sun target
a. Add another image target (named ’SunTarget’) and Sphere (named ‘Sun’) as child.
b. In the Inspector – change the ’Image Target’ field from ’Astronaut’ to ’Drone’ in
order for the Vuforia system to detect your other printed image.

4) Create realistic Sun material
a. Drag-n-drop Sun texture to the Sphere. Change from the standard shader to use the
”Unlit/Texture” shader. This one has no Albedo and full Emission, which will provide
a good simulation of the Sun (which primarily emits light).
b. Setup lighting in the scene to only have light coming from the Sun
i. Remove the standard ”Directional Light” object in the scene.
ii. Add a point light component to the ’Sun’ sphere: Select the ’Sun’ object. In
the inspector, click the button ‘Add Component’. Search for ‘Light’ and click it
to add as component to the ‘Sun’. It will be Point Light as default.
5) Make Earth object rotate
a. Create a script by selecting Earth object and clicking “Add Component” and click on
“New Script”. Name the script ”Rotate”.
b. Open the script file in your preferred editor (Visual Studio has good integration with
Unity) and add a line of code in the Update() function corresponding to Figure 5.
c. Experiment with different values for the 3 axes and observe the effect.

6) Add yet another Sphere as child of ’Earth’ called ’Moon’. Remove ambient environment
light from the scene (via Window -> Rendering -> Lighting Settings) by changing the source
to Color and Ambient Color to black.

7) Play the scene again and see the finished result. Move the printouts corresponding to
’SunTarget’ and ’EarthTarget’ in relation to each other. Notice how the light emitted from
the Sun reflects dynamically from the Earth and Moon, depending on how you move the
printouts in relation to each other.
8) Pat yourself on the back! You just made your first AR application ;)

